
Lyndsey Lacey, Jandy Mil, and Jordan Robison
April SPT Team of the Month

This section consists of three hardworking and kind SPTs. They have been chosen as SPT
team of the month due to their impressive work ethic and dedication to their positions. This section is
projected to win the homework completion challenge in calculus II thanks to their commitment to
student communication and extra homework help. Although these SPT’s are not too humble in their
impressive homework scores, we all appreciate their enthusiasm and charm they bring to RCT so
early in the morning.

When students need them, these SPTs are eager to assist inside and outside of the
classroom. Lyndsey has been an advocate and a patient listener to students when they needed
someone most this semester. Even as the end of the semester rolled around and student's lost
motivation, these SPTs outwardly positive attitudes took no fault. No matter what is going on in
session, you can always hear Jandy’s upbeat voice through the microphone encouraging students
by saying “LET'S GO GUYS!”. Although it's not always the most fun thing to do, Jordan took no
hindrance to ensuring students were working and following protocols during the session which
earned his mentee group an impressive 100% completion on HW 10. These three personalities
created a great team that got work done and had fun doing it.

Outside of SPTing, you can find these SPTs having fun whenever possible. Despite their
immense course work as Computer, Mechanical, and Chemical Engineers you can often find them in
a Discord call planning what game they are going to play together next (even though Jandy usually
needs some convincing). When classes get hard, these SPTs can be heard encouraging each other
with advice and positive words to make sure they all know how much they are appreciated.

Congratulations Lyndsey, Jandy, and Jordan! Thank you for all your hard work!
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